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Debt capital, simplified
Take control of your debt capital with Finley, the software that top borrowers and asset managers rely on to streamline funding, verification, and analysis.

Schedule a demo   
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Powering lender-borrower interactions in private credit
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PURPOSE-BUILT FOR BORROWERS & ASSET MANAGERS
Protect your debt capital

Managing debt capital with general purpose tools is time-consuming and error-prone. We designed Finley for accuracy and speed in debt capital management. Our software helps you streamline debt capital operations, create a knowledge base, and optimize your asset performance over time.


Digitized credit agreements
Master the details of your entire portfolio; quickly see key credit terms and conditions in Finley.



Borrowing base verification
Ensure collateral adequacy. See if a borrowing base passes QA checks, and if eligibility and concentration limits have been calculated correctly.



Funding request administration
Review and execute funding requests with a few clicks. Maintain a centralized log of user activity, facility usage, and interest calculations.



Deliverable tracking
Stay on top of all upcoming credit facility deliverables. Build and maintain a comprehensive document repository.



Alerts and monitoring
Never miss an update. Receive e-mail and Slack alerts when credit facility KPIs exceed predefined thresholds.



Asset dashboards and insights
Manage your portfolio proactively. Monitor trends across asset types and vintages.




Trusted by top borrowers and capital providers


	Average improvement in reporting efficiency

	90%


	Credit agreement fields digitized and tracked
	140+


	Data warehouse and LMS integrations
	15+


Schedule a demo
Partner with Finley and accelerate your growth.





Learn more about debt capital
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Team Spotlight: How Kate Egan is Building Customer Success for Capital Markets
March 07, 2024
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What is Return on Assets (ROA)? Everything You Need to Know About This Critical Metric
February 22, 2024
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Product demo video: Finley for asset managers
February 12, 2024


See more   
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All information presented herein is for informational purposes only, and Finley Technologies, Inc. does not assume any liability for reliance on the information provided. Before making any decisions that may affect your business, you should consult a qualified professional advisor.
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